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Reports requiring physical examination of patient 

HGV/PVC medical examination and completion of proforma £120 

Pre-employment medical examination and report  £140 

Medical examination and report for other reason (e.g. Insurance, Solicitor, employer) £120-240 depending on GP time 
required 

Insurance 

Private Health Insurance claim form (no examination of patient required) £50-80 

Completion of proforma from Insurance company £80-180 depending on 
complexity/length 

Typed report for Insurance company (not requiring examination of patient) £80-200 depending on GP time 
required 

Further information request (once report/proforma has already been completed) £30-50 

Travel 

Travel insurance cancellation form £25 for first page, £10 per side 
thereafter 

Letter to confirm carriage of medication onto plane £20 

Fitness to travel (pre-existing illness) £30 

Fitness to travel (requiring physical examination of patient) £120 

Vaccination certificate £20 

School/College/University 

Brief private sickness certificate £20 

Typed report prepared from medical records (not requiring examination of patient)  £50-100 depending on GP time 
required 

Typed report requiring physical examination of patient £120-200 depending on GP time 
required 

Private consultation 

Private consultation £60 per 10 mins 

Private prescription £20 

Power of Attorney 

Witness of donor signature £40 in surgery/£80 home visit 

Verifying capacity to grant POA £120 in surgery/£200 home visit 

Other items/reports NOT requiring physical examination of patient 

Typed report prepared from medical records (e.g. employer’s report and opinion, report 
requested by solicitor or insurance company)  

£80-200 depending on GP time 
required 

Completion of proforma requiring examination of medical records £50-180 depending on 
complexity/length 

Brief private sickness certificate (any sick note within the first 7 days is private) £20 

Camp America form (not requiring GP to perform physical examination) service not currently available
“to whom it may concern” simple typed letter not requiring examination of medical 
records 

£20-50 depending on length 

More detailed typed letter requiring examination of medical records, giving opinion and 
statement on condition of patient 

£30-100 depending on length 

“Fit to” letters e.g. to participate in a particular activity (please note the GP may not be 
able to provide letters in some circumstances) 

£30 

Firearms certificate for Police Scotland  £250 
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